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FOREWORD
This document is subm4tted in fu!fillment of
the requirement for a Phase I Milestone Report
i,- cover.;.ngthe Conceptual Design Review held at :_
•NASA MSFC on 4 January 1973
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_J_ Studies of cryogenic upper stage engine systems such as the Space TUG 'i
<: have shown low net positive suction pressures to trade favorably with _C
i vehicle payload. In fact, operation on saturated pvnpellants in the :_
_, ta_ks is highly desirable because it would eliminate stage prepressuri- iTS!
zation and reduce venting requirements. Low=speed inducers appear
capable of operating on s_turated hydrogen and oxygen over a wide
operating range and deserve further investigationas urime candidate
!approaches to achieving an efficient and lightweight vehicle.
,f
The purpose of this progrmm is to design and construct low speed --iii_
_: _, hydrogen and oxygen inducers and their drive systems applicable to the
_ _ TUG engine. The inducers will be tested in saturated hydrogen and
_iii!i oxygen to demonstrate that the design technology to operate this hard-
ware is available. The mechanical integrity of the inducers and their _
drive systems will also be demonstrated. Upon satisfactory completion
of the test program, the hardware will be refurbished _d delivered to
MSFC along with two sets of final drawings.
Phase I of this program is for the design and analysis of the inducers
and their drive system.
The contractual statement of work requires the oxygen and hydrogen
inducers to provide a head rise of 95 and 300 feet, respectively, at
a design flow point compatible w_th a IS,O00 pound thrust engine at _
, a mixture ratio of 5. ' :I
},
I) f
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Each inducer must be cN>able of two vhase operation in line mounted
installations. The drive method for the inducer_ was to be studied in
Phase I usin_ the results from a concurrent NASA contract, NAS3-167SI,
'_dvanced Space Engine Prelimir_vy Design", as the primary in?ut data.
Two additional engines were to be studied durin£ Phase I to determine
their compatibility of operation with the inducer desiEns. These were
a 20,000 pound thrust engine of advanced design and an RL-IO engine
designated as "CAT III"
i
The results and recommendations of the Phase I study were _iven in an(
oral presentation at _t.qFC on 4 .:Zr:,iary at the Phase I ConceDtual Design
Revzew. At that review the Dro_ram was redirected to satisfy only the
_: 15/( and the RL-!0 requirements. This was done and the final result was
electric-motor-driven inducers for both the two-1)hase hydrogen and
oxygen pumps.
i .
This report contains the briefing charts used in the oral presentation I:::,
given at MSFC on 4 January. Opposite each chart is a brief statementi
i, on the salient feature and/or "poinC' of the chart.
_] Following the original charts is a supplement that describes the
: |
1 analysis and design effort relative to the electric motor driven
) co,_figurationst "
I ) "
i,.)
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SUPPLEMENT
INTRODUCTICN
?
At ti_e Conceptual Design Review it was decided that making the inducers
, capable of operating on the 20K Space _JC design with its high head re=
requirements and high gas pressures (40C0 psi) placed too many restrictions _i
on the design; the result was long and complicated seal packages and
re!_cively large pumps. The program was therefore redirected to satisfy
only the 15g and the RL-i0 requirements, i
INDUCER DESIGN !
Studies made on the ISK RL-10 indicated that during the start transient,
the main hydrogen pump required 381 feet of head at the inlet when the
flow was 2.76 lb/sec and during mainstage operation it required 182 feet
at 4.87 ft/sec. The RL=I0, Category Ill engine requires 53.6 feet at il
i mainstage. The two-phase inducer that satisfies these requirements has
, a constant tip diameter of 3.078 in. and an inlet hub diameter of
i 0.927 itch. It runs at a speed of 14,085 rum with a peak efficiency!
'_ estimated to be 74 percent. The following figure shows the calculated
constant=speedperformance map for this inducer. Shown on the map are
the inducer design point, the two=points for the 15K RL-10, the point
where the RL=I0, Category III engine would operate (130 feet) and the
point for the Rocketdyne (work statement) ISK engine. The latter is at
230 feet of head which is below the work statement requirement of
300 feet but is sufficient for tile15K main pump. The inducer horsepower
is fairly constant over the entire range with a maximum of 2.98 and a
minimum of 2.42.
C
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t i i HYDROGENINDUCERPERFORMANCE S
; _ Speed 14,058: rpm
: _b = 18'79°
-p Design Point
Rocketdlme 15K Operating Point6'00
[_ RL-IO, Category III, Operating Point
0 151_RL-IO Operating Points
.._ i 500 --
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Studies made on the JSK RL-10 also indicated that during the start
transient, the main oxygen pump required 44.7 feet of head _t the
inlet when the flow was 13.0 lb/sec and during mainstage operation,
it required 18.2 feet at 29.2 Ib/sec. The RL-10, Category III engine
rp_ui_es 9.5 feet at mainstage. The two-phase inducer that satisfies
these requirements has a constant tip diameter of 4.849 in. and an
inlet hub diameter of 1.460 inches. It rJns at a speed of 3008 rpm with
a peak efficiency estimated to be 63 percent. The following figure
shows the calculated constant-speed performance map for this inducer, i
Shown on the map are the inducer design point, the two _,ointsfor the :_
15K RL-IO, the poiut where the RL-IO Category III engine would operate
,
i (12 feet) and the point for the Rocketdyne (work statement) ISK engine.
The latter is at 24 feet of head which is below the work statement
requirement of 95 feet but i_:sufficient for the 15K main pump. The
inducer horsepower varies fro_ a minimum of 1.90 to a maximum of 2.33.
0
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INDUCER DRIVE SYSTEM
Two methods of driving the inducers were considered, hydrogen gas
turbines with warm hydrogen gas being tapped from a I,_00psi source
on the RL-IO engine .tndelectric motors. The warm hydrogen gas
turbine drive is compared to the electric motor drive in the
following table.
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The trade-off studies showed that there was no great difference
between the hydrogen gas turbine drive and the electric motor drive
as to size and weight. It was apparent, however, that the electric
motor drive would be more flexible in its application to a "breadboard"
!
turbomachinery package. It was, therefore, decided that electric motors
would be used for driving the inducers. Preliminary specifications for
i
the motors are as follows:
Hydrogen Motor: 14,058 rpm Shaft = 1.5 in.
3 l_ Stator OD = 3.15 in.
2 poles Radial air gap = 0.010 in.
89% efficiency Center length = 4.2 in.
0.86 power factor Wires on each side = 1.3 in.
247 cps Weight = 9.6 ib
F_ Oxygen Motor: 3008 rpm Shaft = 2.0 in.
2.4 HP Stator OD = 3.4 in.
4 poles Radial air gap = 0.0_0 in.
72% efficiency Center lergth = 7.7 in.
0.81 power factor Wires on each side = 1.0 in.
106 cps Weight 20 lb
The oxygen motor stator would be "canned", probably
with Hastelloy. The can is included in the weight.
i --
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I DESCRIPTIONOF ELECTRICDRIVEN INDUCERS
Conceptual design layouts have been made of both hydrogen and oxygen
inducers. The following figure fs a reproduction of the oxygen
I inducer layout. The inaucer adds rotation and uressure to the two-
phase oxygen. The stator blades that remove the rotation act as
supports for the bearings and the electric motor. The electric motor
stator is "canned" with Hastelloy as are the lead wires entering the
_- motor. This will prevent oxygen from coming in contact with the
t windings. The motor is held in place by an interference fit with
the cast aluminum housing. At cryogenic temperatures, the aluminum
will contract more than the Hastelloy, thus maintaining the fit.
The bearings are lubricated with liquid oxygen that enters from the
i highest pressure region at the stator blade exit, passes through the
rear bearing, the shaft, the front bearing and reenters the main stream
between the inducer and the stator. The flow will be metered by the
holes out of the shaft so no labyrinth will be necessary between the
inducer and its inner cavity. The size of the 2.50-inch hole at the
" I exit was determined by the inner assembly which can be removed through
this hole. The bearings at either end can, therefore, be replaced and
the shaft can be removed through the front end. No bearing preload is
necessary because of the low speed, so the rear bearing is locked in
place and the front bearing is free to move axially.
i 150
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The hydrogen inducer layout is shown in the next figure. The motor
is not "canned" but is still held by an interference fit. Because
of the higher speed, the bearings are preloaded. In other respects
the design is similar to that of the oxygen inducer. Studies have
shown that the long line fTom the inducer (line-molmted near "the tank)
; to the engine should he about $ inches in diameter, and this governed
the size of the exit hole. It is probable that, in the final design,
the diffuser will also diffuse in the axial direction so that the
annular area at the ztator blade exit will be equal to the are of
the 3-inch exit line. Losses due to sudden exuansion will thus be
avoided.
i
I
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To complete the study, a conceptual design layout was made of a
tank-mounted hydrogen inducer driven by an electric motor. This
is shown in the next figure. In this concept, the inducer is
driven through the inlet and the inducer itself acts as a sump.
The inducer discharges into a volute, making the right angle turn
between the hydrogen and exygen tanks which are probably about
8 inches apart. The lead wires would be taken out at the end of
the motQr near the inducer, run along or between struts and out of
; the tank at a point near where the strut meets the end plate. m
Bearing lubrication is indicated by arrows. The ou_cr housing,
struts and volute would be cast and bored and the inducer-motor
assembly inserted and bolted into place. The entire package would
then be bolted to the tank.
154
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